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QUESTION 1

You create a duty to maintain customer master information. 

You need to identify to which elements you can add the duty. 

Which two elements should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Process Cycles 

B. Policies 

C. Permissions 

D. Privileges 

E. Roles 

Correct Answer: CD 

Add or modify the content of the privilege or duty. 

*

 (C) To add permissions to a duty or privilege, click Add... to open the Add permissions to priv- ilege form. 

*

 (D) To add an existing privilege to a duty, right-click the privilege in the left pane, and then click Copy. Right-click the
duty, and then click Paste. 

Reference: Create or modify a security privilege, duty, or process cycle [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing X++ code to retrieve data from a table named Table l. 

You need to use a select statement to retrieve only records from Table l that have related records in a table named
Table2. 

Which type of join should you use? 

A. Inner 

B. Exists 

C. Outer 

D. Not exists 

Correct Answer: A 

InnerJoin: - Combined data source select the record from the main table that matches records in the joined table and
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vice versa. There is one record for each match. Records without related records in the other data source are eliminated
from the result. 

Reference: Link Type and Join Types in ax 2012 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to add a conditional statement into a query object. Which class should you use? 

A. Query Item 

B. Query Build Data Source 

C. Query 

D. Query Range 

Correct Answer: C 

In Microsoft Dynamics AX, you can create a query to retrieve data by using the query classes. 

Note: The Query class enables you to create, read, update, and delete X++ code and metadata. 

The Query class embodies the structure of a query. Objects of this type are not used for fetching records from the
database. Instead, use a QueryRun object that may be assigned a query object. The dynamic behavior of a query is
defined by the . The static behavior is defined by the Query class. Queries contain one or more data sources that
correspond to tables in the database. The data sources are specified by using QueryBuildDataSource objects. 

Incorrect Not B: The QueryBuildDataSource class provides the building blocks that queries are made of. Data sources
are arranged in hierarchies that define the sequence in which records are fetched from the tables that are assigned to
the data sources. Each data source defines the order in which the records are fetched, and also the criteria that must be
met by the selected records. This class lets you create, read, update, and delete X++ code and metadata. Not D: Query
range value expressions can be used in any query where you need to express a range that is more complex than is
possible with the usual dot-dot notation (such as 5012..5500). 

Reference: How to: Create Queries by Using X++ [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 4

You have two data sources named Items and Item Details. There is a relationship between the data sources. Item
Details contains detailed information about each item in Items. You plan to create a form that contains two grids. 

You need to configure the form to display the details of an item when the item is selected. 

What should you set? 

A. The Link Type of Items 

B. The Join Source of Items 

C. The Link Type of Item Details 

D. The Join Source of Item Details 
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Correct Answer: D 

Item Details is the Child data source. We set the Join Source on the Item Details to Items. See step 5 below. 

Note: 

You can use form data sources to join tables that create a parent/child relationship between data records. Typically, the
records from the data sources are visually separated on the form. For ex- ample, you use a grid to list order records
and 

a second grid that us lists the order lines associated with each order. The following steps show how to add and join the
tables. 

To Join Data Sources that Create Parent/Child Links 

1.

 In the AOT, expand the form, and then expand the Data Sources node. 

2.

 Press CTRL-D to open a second AOT, expand Data Dictionary, and then expand Tables. The AOT lists the tables you
can use as a form data source. 

3.

 To add tables to the form data source, drag two tables and drop each table on the Data Sources node of the form in the
first AOT. The tables are added as data sources to the form. 

4.

 Identify the table you will use as the parent data source. The other table will be the child data source. 

5.

 Set the JoinSource property on the child data source to the name of the parent data source. 

6.

 Set the LinkType property of the child data source to Active, Passive, or Delayed. The LinkType property specifies how
to update the child data source in response to a change in the parent data source. 

7.

 Create the form design, and then add fields from each data source to the form. Typically, you add two grid controls.
One grid displays fields from the parent data source. The second grid displays fields from the child data source.
Reference: How to: Join Parent/Child Data Sources for a Form [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a table that contains invoices. 

You need to create a Fact Box that displays the number of invoices in the table. 

Which type of Fact Box should you use? 
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A. form part 

B. cue group 

C. cue 

D. info part 

Correct Answer: D 

*

 Info part: 

part that shows a collection of data fields from a specified query. An info part uses metadata to describe how the data
appears. As a result, you can use an info part in both the client and EP. 

*

 FactBox type: Fields and values 

Info part or form part 

A FactBox that shows a list of field names and values. The value can include a link that opens the record in a form. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: Form Part 

A part that represents a pointer to a form. You use a form part when you want a form to appear in the FactBox pane,
enhanced preview, or preview pane. 

Not B: cue group 

A part that includes reference to one or more cues. You use a cue group to list a collection of query results. Typically,
the list shows summary data that is related to a record or a task. 

Reference: Parts [AX 2012] 
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